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Hair gets lighter,Skin gets darker
Water gets warmer,Drinks get colder
Music gets louder,Nights get longer
Life gets better, When its Summer!!
The much awaited Summer Holidays are here to provide recreation and rest. Let us take
our freedom to rest in the same proportion. “All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy”
We have planned some interesting activities for you. So get ready to enjoy your summer
vacation.
Note:
1. Take a print out of the detailed activities along with the fun sheets referred with them.
2. Make a decorative paper bag or a folder to keep all your holiday homework.
3. Students own creativity and work will be appreciated. Parents are requested not to do
the work.
4. Use A4 size sheets or a Drawing book to complete the homework.
5. Submit the given homework in a folder with name, class and section.

To add to this fun time, we have prepared some fun-filled activities to be
done in the SCRAP BOOK.
1.

Paste pictures of the meals you take in a day. Breakfast, Lunch, Snacks
and Dinner. (Cut out pictures from magazines & newspapers.).

2.

Collect, Segregate into sets and paste pictures of vehicles. A sheet each on
Air Transport, Land Transport and Water Transport.

3

Collect and paste pictures and wrappers of the items that are used to
keep oneself clean. Example: Toothpaste, Soap, Cream, etc.

We hope you would enjoy these activities and come back to school with zeal and
enthusiasm for the next term.

Literary Work:
 Write letters L, T, I, H, E, F, V, W, X, Y, M, N, A and Z. Also make a picture
album of above letters in a 4-line notebook.
 Write numbers 0-10 in a square line notebook on a daily basis.
 Draw values for the numbers 0-10 in the same notebook.
 Practice writing Hindi Swar अ, आ, इ, ई in a single line notebook.
 Complete the attached worksheets. Parents are requested to supervise the
child to do the worksheets on his/her own.

 Gather few leaves from the garden. Stick

these leaves on the bush and help Bobby, the
bear, hide.






WATER / ELECTRICITY
CONSERVATION



GOOD MANNERS



HELPING THE NEEDY



NURTURE THE NATURE



RESPECTING YOUR ELDERS



HEALTHY EATING HABITS



ENGLISH CONVERSATION /
READING PICTURE BOOKS

Use

waste materials to make the pineapple look real:



Let’s Make a Sandwich
You will need:

How to make:

 2 slices of brown bread.

 Keep cheese slice on one bread

 1 cheese slice.
 4 small round pieces of
cucumber & tomato each.

slice.
 Put cucumber and tomato pieces on
cheese bread slice.
 Now cover the above with the




second piece of bread.
 Our healthy sandwich is ready.

Please make a 
Smiley with ketchup
on the top!

Please paste a picture of the Sandwich you have made…

How many shapes do you see??
Colour the shapes and write the number below:

Use these phrases in day to day life: Good Morning!
 How are you?
 I am fine, thank you.
 May I come in?
 May I go to the washroom?
 May I wash my hands?
 May I drink water?
 May I have my lunch?
 Thank you.
 You are welcome
Be a good and responsible child and do the following: Help your parents at home by putting your things in place.
 Listen to your elders.
 Avoid playing in the sun. Drink plenty of fluids like water, juice etc.
 Save paper. Use both sides of paper.
 Save electricity. Switch off fans, lights etc. when not in use.
 Go for morning walks and observe the Nature around you.
Example:– stones, types of leaves & flowers,
etc.

NOTE: Teach your child to learn a quote from your Holy Scripture.
Learn the School Prayer and the National Anthem.
Prepared by,
Chetna Sethi (Academic Supervisor)
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